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Wow! from where is this sweet smell coming?
Here flowers are giving nice smell!
Oh! here the cow dung is giving bad smell!
From my dirty socks what dirty smell, yuck....!
Here I can smell hot hot puri and potato curry!
From this new Bengali sweet shop, the Gulab Jamun is giving such lovely smell!
Dear children, do you know, our nose has two nostrils. Through these we can smell and know about good and bad smell.

Not only this, we can also guess the taste of food through smell.
By smelling we can also find out if we are near or far from the smelling thing.

Animals have this smelling power much more than human.

This is how mosquitoes smell our warm blood and find us.
Ants come to food as soon as it falls on the ground. How? By smell!

Everybody knows that the dogs have strong sense of smell. That's why they can find out the thief or explosives.
So now friends you know that when we pass near a garden we take a deep breath and when are near dustbin we close our nose?
We do this because we have a superpower and that is of smell.
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sweet smells
(English)

On a lazy afternoon, Appu was sitting idly. Just then he gets a nice smell...But what was that? He could not understand. He was about to find out. Will you also go with him?

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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